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Detox on Horehronie in rural Slovakia – with complete program 

 

Brief summary: 

Slovakia is not one of the countries everybody's been to. You will discover hundreds of rarities and 
wonders in every village or small town, in the mountains and in the valleys. It is in Slovakia and in the 
Horehronie region particularly where you’ll feel like a real explorer, discovering beautiful scenery and 
almost untouched land. In Horehronie you will experience the local way of life and expand your 
connection with nature. 

Are you tired and do you need detox, relax, slow down, and recharge with energy from nature? This 
holiday in Slovakia, or so called ‘detox’, lasts from Thursday evening until Sunday (3,5 days) and will 
cleanse your mind from stresses and worries. The whole program is already planned and is included 
in price, alleviating the need to spend time organising a program or deciding what and where to eat. 
You just need to come to Čierny Balog and open yourself up to adventure, experience culture with us, 
with locals, and surrounded by vibrant nature.  

The max. size of a group is up to 6 people, either your friends or fellow travellers. 

What's waiting for you: 

 An action hiking tour through the forest with a local guide (depending on season, this may 
include picking fruit along the way) 

 Test some of the original Slovak handicrafts on your 
own skin - knitting a whip and how to make a 
whiplash with it or mowing the meadow 

 We will “picknick in a Slovak way”  

 We will either visit a working farm and observe the 
production of cheese or we will experience 
traditional woodcutting techniques 

 We will set up a campfire and cook “sausage on the stick” (how long it has been since you 
were sitting at the campfire and grilling your own food?) 

 An E-bike tour with a guide through the beautiful scenery of Horehronie  

 An English-speaking tour guide will be with you during whole time  
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 A taste of the traditional, regional Slovak cuisine  

 The all-around regenerative power of nature and unbelievable silence of being surrounded 
by forests 

 We will get to know hospitable and warm-hearted local people of Horehronie, who are 
proud to show you their region - it can’t be described, you need to experience it first-hand  

 A complete detox of the mind, you will recharge your energy through physical activities and 
simply being surrounded by nature 

Description: 
 
Literally "dive" into the rural and most authentic part of Slovakia, with opened hearted and honest 
inhabitants. Detox and relax, slow down, recharge with energy from nature and the local 
atmosphere, taste local specialties, and much more ... 
 

Close your eyes for a moment and imagine how you wake up in the morning and the only sounds you 
hear are beautiful sounds of sheep bells, birds and nearby forest noise. Above the mountains, the 
morning haze is up, the air is fresh, and you go through the surrounding meadow in your wellies. Do 
you like this idea? If so, don’t hesitate to join us. 

Itinerary overview:  

Day 1 – Arrival to the village:   

We will arrive at the village Čierny Balog and settle into the accommodation in the apartments. We 
will breathe in fresh air and enjoy the local scenery and atmosphere, admiring the surrounding 
natural environment. We'll all meet for a joined dinner at the cottage. 
 

Day 2 - Test some of the original Slovak handicrafts:  

After breakfast we will have time to get to know the area, finding your own 'hidden' place to relax and 
explore the village. After a light lunch, we will go to the nearby village where we can try the traditional 
technique of mowing with a scythe and weaving hay (or other activities dependent on the season and 
weather) under the guidance of local expert, who will talk to us about his life and the traditions he still 
puts into practice today. And as a bonus - we will have a ‘survival’ lesson in a local Slovak dialect to get 
to understand the way of life better 😊 

We’ll end up our day with at the campfire and grilling our own food. 

Day 3 – Experience wilderness of Horehronie:  

We will continue exploring the region and will go on a 
hiking tour with locals. After our hike, we’ll visit a 
working farm and see how cheese is made or we’ll 
experience traditional woodcutter games at the 
open-air museum. 

Upon return to Čierny Balog, you can rest or explore 
on your own and in the evening, we’ll meet again at a 
local cottage for supper. 

Day 4 – Cycling tour through beautiful scenery:  
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Another great day for a discovery, and this time we have a little bit of a physical challenge as we explore 
the surrounding forest on a bicycle ... yes, you heard it right, on a bike. But don’t worry, it's not too 
difficult and you will be able to handle today's cycling without getting a 2-day muscle ache 😊 

We say goodbye after a group lunch. 
 
Activity level: 2/5 

Price and dates: 335 EUR / person 

What’s included in price: 

✓ Accommodation for 3 nights in double-room, in a comfortable local hotels and apartment 
houses with breakfast, category 3 * and more  

✓ 3 x lunch 
✓ 3 x dinner (incl. campfire dinner) 
✓ Tour guide during whole stay 
✓ Expert for meadow mowing or whiplashing  
✓ Tourist guide for hiking tour 
✓ Bicycle rental with guide 
✓ Farm or Open-air museum visit  
✓ Transport according program during stay 
✓ WiFi a parking  
✓ Insurance of travel company in case of insolvency 

 

What’s excluded in price: 

✓ Transportation to the place of stay ** 
✓ Individual travel insurance, we recommend Union insurance company 
✓ Pocket money and all other personal expenses outside of the itinerary 
✓ Other services of the hotel such as wellness, flight simulator and other 

 
** in case, you’d like to organise transportation through our company, please don’t hesitate to 
contact us on +421/0908 701 869 or via info@localvibe.sk 

 

 


